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By Steel, Danielle

Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Random House US | A Novel | It&apos;s love at first sight--
in Paris! From bestselling novelist Danielle Steel, the moving story of Timmie O, a successful woman
working in the world of high fashion--both in Paris and New York--who recaptures her passion for
life after a horrible setback. | NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Paris, L.A., and the world of ready to
wear fashion provide rich backdrops for Danielle Steel&apos;s deeply involving story of a gifted
designer whose talent and drive have brought her everything-except the ability to erase her past
and trust relationships. FIRST SIGHT New York. London. Milan. Paris. Fashion Week in all four cities.
A month of endless interviews, parties, and unflagging work and attention to detail at the
semiannual ready to wear fashion shows-the famous prêt-à-porter. At the center of the storm and
avalanche of work is American Timmie O&apos;Neill, whose renowned line, Timmie O, is the
embodiment of casual chic, in fashion and for the home. She has created a business that inspires,
fills, and consumes her life. With an unerring instinct for what the next trend will be, an innate
genius for business, tireless labor, and sheer fearlessness, starting from nothing,...
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ReviewsReviews

These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer
create this book.
-- Krista Nitzsche Jr.-- Krista Nitzsche Jr.

Unquestionably, this is the best work by any author. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my
dad and i advised this pdf to find out.
-- Nelson Zemlak-- Nelson Zemlak
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